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Abstract: A freak wave is a spike in a random wave series and hence the local characteristics in
the time-domain are of key importance. When freak waves act on moored floating structures, the
dynamic responses of the structures in the time and frequency domains change interdependently
in a short period of time. It is difficult to comprehensively and accurately describe this physical
process using a single-dimensional analysis method, such as time-domain statistical analysis or
frequency-domain spectral analysis. The wavelet analysis method, which can simultaneously provide
the time-domain and frequency-domain joint information of the physical process, is used to discuss
the time-frequency joint variation characteristics of the dynamic responses of a two-dimensional
submerged floating tunnel under a freak wave. The time-frequency characteristics of the dynamic
responses induced by the freak wave and the differences from the action under random waves are
investigated, with a particular emphasis on the ‘convex variation’ characteristics of the dynamic
responses under a freak wave. The results show that: (1) The wavelet analysis method can effectively
describe the basic characteristics of the dynamic responses of the SFT under a freak wave and clearly
distinguish the differences in dynamic responses under freak and random waves. (2) Freak waves
have dynamic amplification effects, which are related to the freak wave parameter α1, on a two-
dimensional SFT. Following the action of freak waves on a two-dimensional SFT, significant energy
concentration occurs in the time-frequency spectrum of the dynamic response in a certain time and
frequency range. The degree of energy concentration increases nonlinearly with an increase in α1,
and a certain high-frequency energy appears in the time-frequency spectrum of the motion response.
The maximum values of the time-frequency spectra of the dynamic responses under a freak wave are
much larger than those under a random wave with the identical wave spectrum. (3) Following the
action of a freak wave on a two-dimensional SFT, the generalised energy spectra of surge, heave, pitch,
and mooring tensions have convex peak values, which occur simultaneous with the occurrence of the
freak wave, and the convex parts significantly increase as α1. (4) The time lengths of the influence
of a freak wave on the dynamic responses exceeded the freak wave period. With an increase in α1,
the time ranges of the large values of the time-frequency spectra of surge, heave, pitch, and mooring
tensions increase nearly linearly.

Keywords: freak wave; submerged floating tunnel; wavelet analysis; motion response; mooring
tension; amplification coefficient

1. Introduction

In recent decades, more and more occurrences of freak waves have been recorded
and reported in oceanographic observations globally [1]. In the meantime, many maritime
accidents have demonstrated that freak waves are a serious hazard to offshore vessels and
structures [2]. Numerous studies have been conducted on the freak wave, including the
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definition and external characteristics, generation mechanisms, probability of occurrence,
numerical simulation, physical model experimental techniques [3–7], and freak wave-
structure interactions. With the exploitation and utilisation of the ocean to the deep water,
deep-water floating structures have gained increasing attention in recent years. Freak
waves, as typical catastrophic waves, have drawn significant attention in the study of their
interaction with floating marine structures. The wave loads, mooring tensions, motion
responses, and influencing factors were investigated.

Through a model test and time-domain simulations, Clauss et al. [8] examined the
motion responses and impact forces of a semi-submersible GVA4000 platform under a
freak wave. It was discovered that the freak wave height determined the maximum
reaction, although the increase in motion response was significantly smaller than the
increase in the wave height. Rudman et al. [9,10] found that the mooring system has
a significant effect on the motion responses of semi-submersibles under a freak wave,
and the platform moored by the Tension Leg Platform (TLP) system generates a stronger
surge and a smaller heave than that moored by the Taut Spread Mooring (TSM) system;
however, the pitch is basically the same for both systems. Furthermore, Rudman and
Cleary [11] revealed that the wave incident angle and pretension critically impact the
maximum tension and ‘slack’ phenomenon of the semi-submersible under a freak wave.
Bennett et al. [12] investigated the influence of freak waves on the motion response of a
Leander-class frigate sailing at normal speed. According to the research, the accelerations
of the frigate under a freak wave exceed the standard value of Lloyd’s register. The motion
response of the frigate was proportional to the speed. The heave steadily increased as
the frigate speed increased, whereas the pitch decreased as the frigate speed increased.
Pan et al. [13] compared the differences on the dynamic responses of a moored rectangular
cylinder under freak and random waves with identical wave spectra. It was discovered
that the maximum motion of the cylinder significantly differs under freak and random
waves, and this difference is related to the relative wave height, relative period, and freak
wave parameter α1. However, the significant and average values of the cylinder motion
have no difference in engineering significance.

The preceding studies were primarily concerned with the time-domain characteristics
of wave loads, mooring tensions, and motion responses of floating structures under freak
waves. To investigate the impact of freak waves on the frequency domain characteris-
tics of the dynamic response of moored floating structures further, Shen et al. [14] used
the hydrodynamic analysis software DeepC to calculate the motion responses of a semi-
submersible platform with a working depth of 500 m under a freak wave by the nonlinear
time-domain coupling method. The study shows that the platform surge is dominated by
low-frequency motion, and the motion in the wave frequency is a small oscillation based
on the low-frequency motion before the freak wave occurs. Following the occurrence of the
freak wave, the platform first produces a large-amplitude reverse oscillation (opposite to
the direction of wave propagation) and then oscillates in a large-amplitude and completely
low-frequency form (the motion in the wave frequency disappears), which can last for
dozens of wave periods, with a positive maximum motion occurring after approximately
eight wave periods. Chandrasekaran and Koshti [15] numerically simulated the dynamic
response characteristics of a TLP under ‘New Year wave’ and ‘Beihai freak wave’ based
on the improved Morison equation and the rigid body motion equation. The results show
that the surge of the TLP is controlled by the first-order wave force (wave frequency)
and second-order drift force (much lower than the wave frequency), and is dominated by
low-frequency motion. The peak frequencies of the heave and pitch were close to their
natural frequencies. Based on a physical model experiment, Pan et al. [16,17] compared the
differences on the dynamic responses of a moored rectangular cylinder under freak and
random waves with identical wave spectra in frequency domain characteristics. According
to the findings, a freak wave has a significant dynamic amplification effect on the frequency
domain responses of the cylinder, which is reflected in the low-frequency responses of surge
and mooring tension, implying that freak waves induce low-frequency oscillations in the
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system. The low-frequency responses of the system are superimposed by the low-frequency
oscillation caused by the second-order drift force and the low-frequency oscillation induced
by the freak wave.

Existing studies on the effects of freak waves on floating structures have revealed the
complexities of the dynamic responses induced by freak waves (i.e., the wave loads and
motion responses of various types of floating structures under freak waves exceed those
induced by random waves in the time and frequency domains). However, freak waves have
mutability in the time domain, causing the dynamic responses of moored floating structures
in the time and frequency domains to change interdependently over a short period of time.
It is difficult to comprehensively and accurately describe this physical process using a
single-dimensional analysis method, such as time-domain statistical analysis or frequency-
domain spectral analysis. Meanwhile, most studies have focused on several specific types
of floating structures, such as offshore semi-submersible platforms, TSM or TLP platforms,
FPSO vessels, crane vessels, and three-legged jack-up platforms. Studies on submerged
floating structures are not common.

Based on the work of Pan et al. [16,17], this study investigated the dynamic responses of
a two-dimensional submerged floating tunnel (2D SFT) through a model test. The wavelet
analysis method, which can simultaneously provide the time-domain and frequency-
domain joint information of the physical process, is used to discuss the time-frequency joint
characteristics of the dynamic responses of 2D SFT under freak waves. The time-frequency
joint characteristics of the dynamic responses under freak waves and their differences
from the action of random waves with an identical spectrum are investigated, with a
particular emphasis on the ‘convex variation’ characteristics and variation laws of the
dynamic responses under freak waves.

2. Experiments
2.1. Experimental Equipment and Instruments

The experiment was performed in a large-wave-current flume at the State Key Labo-
ratory of Coastal and Offshore Engineering at the Dalian University of Technology. The
flume has a length of 60 m, a width of 2 m, and a depth of 1.8 m. The wave generation
system is a hydro-servo random wave maker system and can generate waves with periods
ranging from 0.5 s to 5.0 s. Multi-layer energy dissipation equipment was installed at the
end of the flume to eliminate wave reflection.

The motion of moored square cylinders were measured by a contactless 6DOF (degree
of freedom) measurement system, consisting of dual-CCD cameras and a data acquisition
system. To track the motions, three light markers on top of the cylinder were arranged in a
plane. The images of markers were acquired continuously by the dual-CCD at 30 Hz.

The mooring tension was measured by a tension sensor with an accuracy of ±0.1 N.
The wave heights were collected by a DS30 wave measuring system which can control
64 wave gauges synchronously.

2.2. Model Parameters and Layout

The engineering background is the submerged floating tunnel used in the conceptual
design of the SFT by the China Communications Construction (CCCc) SFT Technical Joint
Research Team. The outer diameter of the tunnel was 12 m, and the interval between the
cables along the longitudinal direction of the tunnel was 120 m. It should be noted that the
SFT is considerably long (km level). A finite-length section (120 m) was intercepted and
simplified into a rigid submerged horizontal cylinder for two-dimensional experiments in
this study. The tunnel model was made of organic glass. The geometric scale of the structure
was determined as λ = 60 based on equipment conditions, the geometrical dimension of
the model, and the boundary effect. In the model, clump weights were placed to adjust the
centre of gravity (COG) and buoyancy weight ratio (BWR). The length of the tunnel model
was designed to be 1.96 m (the flume width was 2.0 m), and smooth universal balls were
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mounted on both ends of the model to prevent the tunnel section from colliding with the
flume side wall during the test. Table 1 lists the hydrodynamic parameters of the model.

Table 1. Summary of geometric and hydrodynamic parameters of the SFT.

Parameters Symbols Prototype Unit Model Unit

Length L 120.0 m 200.0 cm
Diameter D 12.0 m 20.0 cm

Mass M 11232 t 52.0 kg
Center of gravity B 9.6 m 16.0 cm

Center of buoyancy b0 12.0 m 10.0 cm
Natural surge period T0S 9.90 s 1.29 s
Natural heave period T0H 10.10 s 1.31 s
Natural pitch period T0P 4.18 s 0.55 s

Buoyancy weight ratio BWR 1.20 - 1.20 -

The cable prototype was made of a steel cable with a diameter of 174 mm, and the
cable model was simulated using a combination of wire rope, a fixed-length spring, and a
unit counterweight. Based on the Wave Model Test Regulation (JTJ/T234-2001), to simulate
the model mooring line, not only the length and weight are scaled, but the curve of tension
(Tm)–deformation (∆s) should also be matched. The elastic characteristics of the prototype
and model cables satisfied the following equation:

Tm =
Cpdp

2(∆S/S)n

λ3 (1)

where Tm is the mooring tension of the model cable (N), Cp is the elasticity coefficient
of the prototype cable (for steel cable Cp = 26.97 × 104 MPa, dp is the diameter of the
prototype cable (m), ∆S/S is the relative elongation of cable, and n is the index with steel
cable adopting n = 1.5. The simulation of mooring lines matches both elastic and gravity
similarity. An example of theoretical tension-deformation curve and measured scatters are
presented in Figure 1. It shows that excellent agreement was achieved. Figure 2 shows the
layout and mooring pattern of the model in a wave flume, 1#~4# indicate the number of
the cable. and Figure 3 shows the moored SFT in a wave tank. Four cables at one end of
the tunnel section (the other end was the same) were parallel to each other in an inclined
configuration (both inclined angles were 45◦). The system is in equilibrium when the initial
tension of each cable is F0 = 13 N.
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The two-dimensional SFT model was arranged 24 m from the wave maker where
the freak wave occurred. The coordinate system is shown in Figure 4. The origin of the
coordinate system is defined at the center of the model. Positive x is along the wave
propagation, positive z is vertical up along the water depth, and positive y is determined
by the right-hand rule. For a two-dimensional case, three motion components were inves-
tigated: surge, heave and pitch. Surge is the longitudinal motion along the x-axis (wave
propagation direction is +); heave is the vertical motion along the z-axis (vertical up is +);
and pitch is the rotation around the y-axis (clockwise direction is +).
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2.3. Experimental Parameters and Methods
2.3.1. Experimental Parameters

The experiments were divided into four sections: tests for the natural frequency
of motion components (free decay tests in still water), tests for the response amplitude
operators (RAO test) of motion and mooring tension (regular waves), and tests for the time
history of the motion and mooring tension (freak and random waves).

The water depth was fixed at d = 1.2 m, the submerged depth was d0 = 42 cm
(d0/d = 0.35, d0/D = 2.1), and the initial mooring tension was F0 = 13 N. The average
wave height was set to H = 4.0 cm. The average period range was T = 0.8~2.0 s, and the
period interval for each test was 0.2 s. The experimental parameters are summarised in
Table 2.

Table 2. Experimental parameters simulated in the RAO tests.

Fixed
Parameters H (cm) T (s) Wave Length L (m) Relative Submerged

Depth d0/L

d = 120 cm
d0 = 42 cm
d0/d = 0.35
F0 = 13 N

4.0

0.8 0.99 0.360
1.0 1.56 0.231
1.2 2.24 0.161
1.4 3.02 0.119
1.6 3.84 0.094
1.8 4.67 0.077
2.0 5.49 0.066

To investigate the effect of the freak wave parameter α1 (α1 = Hmax/Hs [18], ranges
from 1.90 to 2.59) on the dynamic responses of the SFT, where Hmax and Hs represent the
maximum wave height and significant wave height, respectively, the relative wave height
and relative period were fixed (Hs/d0 = 0.095, TP/T0S = 1.25, TP/T0H = 1.23, TP/T0P = 2.96,
where TP represents the spectral peak period, and T0S, T0H, and T0P are the natural frequen-
cies of surge, heave, and pitch, respectively). The experimental parameters are summarised
in Table 3.

Table 3. Experimental parameters simulated in the tests for the dynamic responses of SFT.

Fixed
Parameters

Hs (cm) TP (s)
Relative Wave Height Relative Wave Period Relative Submerged

Depth d0/LP
α1

Hs/d Hs/d0 TP/T0S TP/T0H TP/T0P

d = 120 cm
d0 = 42 cm
d0/d = 0.35
F0 = 13 N

4.0 1.6 0.033 0.095 1.25 1.23 2.96 0.109

1.90
2.04
2.20
2.41
2.51
2.59

2.3.2. Experimental Method

In the present study, the freak wave was generated at the target location using a
random wave train combined with two transient wave trains, which was proposed and
used by Pei et al. [19]. With the linear superposition method, the wave surface can be
expressed as Equation (2), where, η denotes the elevation of the water surface above the
mean water level; A1i is the amplitude of the random wave; A2i and A3i are amplitudes
of the transient waves; tc and xc represent the time and space location of freak wave
generation; ki is the wave number of the component wave, ωi is the circular frequency of
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the component wave, and εi is the random phase of the component wave, which is evenly
distributed between 0 and 2π.

η(x, t) = η1(x, t) + η2(x, t) + η3(x, t) =
M
∑

i=1
A1i cos(kix + ωit + εi)

+
M
∑

i=1
A2i cos(ki(x− xc) + ωi(t− tc)) +

M
∑

i=1
A3i cos(ki(x− xc) + ωi(t− tc))

(2)

To compare the experimental results measured under freak waves and random waves,
the same spectrum with identical spectral parameters was applied. As to the wave sur-
face, besides the significant wave height HS and spectral peak period TP, the statistical
parameters such as H1/10, TH1/10, average period and average wave height are almost
the same.

In the experiments, the P-M spectrum was applied as:

S(ω) = Aω−5exp
[
−Bω−4

]
(3)

A = 173H2
s T−4

0.1 (4)

B = 691T−4
0.1 (5)

where Hs and T0.1 are the significant wave height and the average period calculated from
the spectral moment, respectively.

The model was installed and moored with an initial tension of 13 N where the freak
wave occurred. The measurement for each test typically lasted for more than 200 waves,
and were performed two or three times to ensure repeatability.

2.3.3. Wavelet Analysis Method

The wavelet analysis method has clear advantages over the traditional Fourier analysis
method. It can display the energy spectrum density of each frequency in the time domain,
especially for the variation at a specific moment, which is extremely necessary for the freak
waves characterized as “short-lived” [20–22].

Therefore, the wavelet analysis method is an appropriate choice for energy analysis of
the dynamic response characteristics of floating structures under freak waves. In this study,
the continuous wavelet transform method was employed to calculate the time-frequency
parameter spectra of the dynamic responses of the SFT under freak waves, and their
time-frequency parameter structure characteristics and variation rules were studied. For
convenience of description, the time-frequency parameter spectrum obtained by wavelet
analysis is referred to as the “time-frequency energy spectrum”.

The Morlet wavelet was selected as the mother wavelet, which can be expressed as

Ψ(τ) = π−1/4e−τ2/2eiw0τ (6)

where ω0 is the non-dimensional frequency, here taken to be 6 to ensure a good balance
between time and frequency localization [23], τ is also a non-dimensional parameter which
equals to t/s, where t is the time and s is the wavelet scale, sj = s02jδj, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J, where
s0 is the smallest resolvable scale and J determines the largest scale, and, in this study,
s0 = 2δt and δj = 0.25, which can provide an adequate sampling in scale.

The continuous wavelet transform of a discrete sequence xn is defined as the convolu-
tion of xn with a scaled and translated version of Ψ(t):

Wn(s) = ∑N−1
n′ xn′ψ

*
[
(n′ − n)δt

s

]
(7)
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where the “*” indicates the complex conjugate. This is calculated by varying the wavelet
scale s and translating along the localized time index n. It is considerably faster to do the
calculations in Fourier space. By using the convolution theorem, the wavelet transform is
the inverse Fourier transform of the product:

Wn(s) = ∑N−1
k=0 x̂kψ̂*(swk)eiwknδt (8)

where k = 0 . . . N − 1 is the frequency index; the Fourier transform of a function is given
by ψ̂(swk); and the angular frequency is defined as:

wk =
2πk
Nδt

(
k ≤ N

2

)
; wk = −

2πk
Nδt

(
k >

N
2

)
(9)

The spectral density S(f,t) of time-frequency spectrum (wavelet spectrum) is defined as:

S( f , t) = |W(s, t)|2 (10)

The spectral density S(f,t) describes the variation of a physical parameter from the
time domain and frequency domain. For the surge, heave and pitch of a moored square
cylinder, we can determine the variation of time-frequency domain characteristics following
the occurrence of freak waves and the maximum wave of a random wave. In order to
investigate the variation quantitatively, the following parameters are defined:

1© Time range ∆t and frequency range ∆f for the large value of the time-frequency
spectrum.

The time and frequency ranges within which the large value of the time-frequency
spectrum under freak wave exceeds the maximum value of the time-frequency spectrum
under random waves are recorded as the time range ∆t and frequency range ∆f under a
freak wave.

2© “Generalized energy spectrum” E(t)
The time-frequency spectrum of a physical quantity integrated in the frequency at any

time and the result can be regarded as a time history of “generalized energy spectrum”,
which is denoted as E(t); Its time average is denoted as Etmean:

E(t) = ∑j Si,j ∗ ∆ f j (11)

Etmean = ∑i ∑j Si,j ∗ ∆ f j/ ∑i ∆ti (12)

The “generalized” total energy of each frequency component of a physical quantity
when the freak wave (or the maximum wave of random wave) occurred is denoted as
Ec = E (t)|t=c

Ec = ∑j Sc,j ∗ ∆ f j (13)

3© The energy concentration degree δEt
The ratio of the “generalized energy spectrum” E(t) of a physical quantity to its time

average Etmean is defined as energy concentration parameter δEt:

δEt = E(t)/Etmean (14)

The energy concentration δEt represents the concentration of the “generalized energy”
at a certain moment.

The energy concentration δE when the freak wave (or the maximum wave of random
wave) occurred is denoted as:

δE = Ec/Etmean (15)

4© Time distribution parameter of energy concentration ∆TE
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We are concerned with the variation and difference in the dynamic response of SFT
under freak and random waves with identical spectra.

The maximum value of the “generalized energy spectrum” E(t) of a physical quantity
under random wave is denoted as EImax;

For the freak wave, TEmin is the starting time of E(t) ≥ EImax after the occurrence of a
freak wave. TEmax is the ending time of E(t) ≥ EImax; the response time of the freak wave is
defined as ∆TE:

∆TE = (TEmax − TEmin)/TP (16)

The relative time ∆TE of the dynamic response under a freak wave is a dimensionless
time. This parameter reflects the amount of time that a response parameter’s “generalised
energy spectrum” under freak waves exceeds the maximum value of the “generalised
energy spectrum” under co-spectral random waves.

5© mE: generalised energy spectrum area within TEmax~TEmin
After obtaining the time distribution parameter of energy concentration ∆TE of the

dynamic response under a freak wave, the generalised energy spectrum area in the corre-
sponding period TEmax~TEmin is defined as mEf, and the generalised energy spectrum area
in the same period under a random wave with identical spectra is recorded as mEi.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Time-Frequency Spectra Characteristics of Dynamic Response

This section analyses the fundamental characteristics of the time-frequency spectra of
the dynamic responses of SFT under a freak wave under the conditions of specified mooring
mode, cable stiffness, and submerged depth. Figure 5 shows a set of time histories and
the corresponding time-frequency spectra of the wave elevation and dynamic responses
(surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension of the upstream cable) of SFT under freak waves.
In this example, the freak wave parameters are α1 = 2.52, α2 = 1.94, α3 = 2.19, and α4 = 0.65,
the significant wave height is HS = 5.12 cm, and the spectral peak period is TP = 1.6 s. In
addition, the arrival time of the freak wave is tc ≈ 20 s, and the relative submerged depths
are d0/Lp ≈ 0.11, d0/d = 0.3, d0/Hs = 8.2, and d0/Hmax = 3.3.

As shown in Figure 5, after a freak wave acts on the 2D SFT, the characteristics of the
time-frequency spectra of the surge, heave, and pitch are similar, with a high degree of
energy concentration. In terms of the time dimension, the time-frequency spectrum energy
concentration of the motion is strictly consistent with the occurrence of the freak wave
(approximately five spectral peak periods). From the perspective of the frequency dimen-
sion, except for the significant energy concentration (near the spectral peak frequency),
there is high-frequency energy in the time-frequency spectrum of the dynamic response
(particularly in the surge and pitch). The reason for the significant dynamic responses of
the 2D SFT under a freak wave can be explained in terms of energy propagation: the freak
wave has a strong nonlinearity and the wave energy rapidly accumulates during freak
wave generation, and the energy density is the highest, which has an “impact” effect on the
structure and causes it to vibrate. After several wave periods, the time-frequency spectra of
the dynamic responses were negligible in comparison to the freak wave action period.

The time-frequency spectrum of mooring tension exhibits a significant energy con-
centration, but it differs slightly from the time-frequency spectra of motions. In terms of
the time dimension, the time-frequency spectrum of the mooring tension is manifested
throughout the wave train action time, implying that the time-frequency spectrum outside
the freak wave action period cannot be ignored. The high-frequency component produced
by the freak wave in the mooring tension’s time-frequency spectrum is not as apparent as
that in the motion time-frequency spectrum in terms of the frequency dimension.
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Figure 5. Time-history and time-frequency spectra of the dynamic response (HS = 5.12 cm, TP = 1.6 s,
d0/Lp ≈ 0.11, d0/d = 0.3, d0/Hs = 8.2, and d0/Hm = 3.3).

In contrast to the dynamic characteristics of the mooring rectangular cylinder under
a freak wave investigated by Pan et al. [16,17], which is characterised by significant low-
frequency characteristics in the time-frequency spectra of the surge and mooring tension
and the time-frequency spectra of the heave and pitch affected by their respective natural
frequencies, the time-frequency spectra of the surge and mooring tension of the 2D SFT
have no low-frequency components, but have significant high-frequency components,
and the energy concentration period is significantly less than the corresponding result
of the rectangular cylinder. The frequencies of the energy concentration areas in the
time-frequency spectra of the surge, heave, and pitch are distributed near the spectral
peak frequency of the wave spectrum. The difference between the dynamic response
characteristics of a mooring rectangular cylinder and the SFT under a freak wave is mainly
due to the difference in the stiffness and initial tension of the cable. The rectangular cylinder
was moored with a soft mooring configuration and an initial tension of F0 = 1.1 N, while
the SFT was moored with a tight mooring configuration and an initial tension of F0 = 13 N.

The time-frequency spectra of the dynamic response suddenly increases with the
occurrence of the freak wave. When the freak wave passes, the energy rapidly decreases,
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indicating that the occurrence of the freak wave is transient. The action time of the freak
wave can be intuitively captured by observing the change in the time-frequency spectrum.

Figure 6 shows the time-frequency spectra of the dynamic responses under a freak
wave with different α1 (the same spectrum). In the three examples, the freak wave pa-
rameters for α1 were 2.04, 2.41, and 2.59, respectively. The relative wave height is fixed as
HS/d0 = 0.1, and the spectral peak period is set to TP = 1.6 s (TP/T0S = 1.25, TP/T0H = 1.23,
TP/T0P = 2.96, and d0/Lp = 0.11). An example of the time-frequency spectrum of the dynamic
response under a random wave with the identical spectrum as a freak wave is also provided
for comparison.
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As shown in Figure 6, the energy distribution characteristics of the time-frequency
spectra are basically the same under freak waves with different α1 (the same spectrum).
The time range of the time-frequency spectrum energy concentration area was approxi-
mately 3–5 spectral peak periods before and after the occurrence of the freak wave, and
the frequency range was near the spectral peak frequency. With an increase in α1, the peak
of the time-frequency spectrum of the dynamic response significantly increases, and there
are apparent high-frequency components. The maximum value of the time-frequency
spectrum density of the dynamic responses under a freak wave was significantly greater
than that under random waves with an identical spectrum. There is no energy concen-
tration and no high-frequency component in the time-frequency spectra of the dynamic
responses caused by the random wave.

Based on the preceding examples, the basic characteristics of the time-frequency
spectra of the dynamic responses of the 2D SFT under a freak wave are as follows: 1© the
time and frequency ranges of the energy concentration area of the dynamic responses in
the time-frequency spectrum are almost identical, all occurring near the occurrence of the
freak wave. 2© The time-frequency spectra of the surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension
exhibit significant energy concentration phenomena with the occurrence of the freak wave,
with the maximum value of the time-frequency spectrum density being significantly greater
than that caused by the co-spectral random wave. 3© From the frequency dimension, the
time-frequency spectra of the dynamic responses have high-frequency energy, which is
significantly correlated with the freak wave parameter α1.

3.2. Time-Frequency Structure Analysis of Dynamic Response
3.2.1. Time-Frequency Spectrum Parameter Analysis

The experiment simulated six sets of freak-wave trains and six sets of random-wave
trains based on the same wave spectrum. The freak wave parameter α1 changes in the
range of 1.90~2.59, and other parameters are fixed as follows: the water depth d = 120 cm,
submerged depth d0 = 42 cm, relative submerged depth d0/d = 0.35, initial tension F0 = 13 N,
spectral peak period TP = 1.6 s (relative period TP/T0S = 1.25, TP/T0H = 1.23, TP/T0P = 2.96),
and significant wave height Hs = 4.0 cm (the relative wave height Hs/d0 = 0.10).

Tables 4–7 summarise the results of the peak value Smax, time range ∆t, and frequency
range ∆f for large values of the time-frequency spectra of the dynamic responses under a
freak wave with a different α1.

Table 4. Summary of characteristic parameters of the surge time-frequency spectrum.

HS (cm) TP (s) HS/d TP/T0S α1

The Time Range for
Large Value of

Time-Frequency
Spectrum

The Frequency Range for
Large Value of

Time-Frequency Spectrum

The Peak Value of
Time-Frequency Spectrum (cm2)

t (s) ∆t (s) f (Hz) ∆f (Hz) Freak
Wave

Random
Wave Ratio

4.0 1.6 0.033 1.25

1.90 9.7~13.3 3.6 0.48~0.88 0.40 3.74 1.73 2.16
2.04 9.6~14.1 4.5 0.46~0.90 0.44 5.10 1.90 2.68
2.20 8.5~13.7 5.2 0.42~0.98 0.52 7.68 1.88 4.09
2.41 8.6~14.8 6.2 0.38~1.02/1.31~2.12 1.45 11.46 1.86 6.16
2.51 8.5~16.2 7.7 0.37~2.07 1.70 21.12 1.91 11.06
2.59 18.3~26.9 8.6 0.36~2.69 2.33 42.76 1.89 22.62
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Table 5. Summary of characteristic parameters of heave time-frequency spectrum.

HS (cm) TP (s) HS/d TP/T0S α1

The time Range for
Large Value of

Time-Frequency
Spectrum

The Frequency Range
for Large Value of
Time-Frequency

Spectrum

The Peak Value of Time-Frequency
Spectrum (cm2)

t (s) ∆t (s) f (Hz) ∆f (Hz) Freak Wave Random Wave Ratio

4.0 1.6 0.033 1.23

1.90 10.2~12.9 0.7 0.59~0.78 0.19 0.48 0.36 1.33
2.04 10.2~13.2 3.0 0.55~0.79 0.24 0.58 0.39 1.49
2.20 9.1~13.6 4.5 0.52~0.81 0.29 0.85 0.40 2.13
2.41 9.8~14.5 4.7 0.47~0.92 0.45 1.15 0.38 3.03
2.51 9.9~15.1 5.2 0.48~1.29 0.81 2.70 0.41 6.59
2.59 19.0~25.9 6.9 0.40~2.07 1.67 4.58 0.39 11.74

Table 6. Summary of characteristic parameters of the pitch time-frequency spectrum.

HS (cm) TP (s) HS/d TP/T0S α1

The Time Range for
Large Value of

Time-Frequency
Spectrum

The Frequency Range for
Large Value of

Time-Frequency Spectrum

The Peak Value of
Time-Frequency Spectrum (cm2)

t (s) ∆t (s) f (Hz) ∆f (Hz) Freak
Wave

Random
Wave Ratio

4.0 1.6 0.033 2.96

1.90 10.2~12.6 0.4 0.61~0.78 0.17 0.76 0.65 1.17
2.04 10.2~12.8 0.6 0.55~0.78 0.23 1.22 0.71 1.72
2.20 8.7~12.9 4.2 0.49~0.80 0.31 1.41 0.67 2.10
2.41 9.6~14.1 4.5 0.42~0.88/1.55~1.98 0.89 2.12 0.69 3.07
2.51 9.6~15.7 6.1 0.39~0.95/1.35~1.98 1.19 5.33 0.69 7.72
2.59 18.6~25.9 7.3 0.38~2.85 2.47 8.69 0.70 12.41

Table 7. Summary of characteristic parameters of mooring tension (1#) time-frequency spectrum.

HS (cm) TP (s) HS/d TP/T0S α1

The Time Range for
Large Value of

Time-Frequency
Spectrum

The Frequency Range
for Large Value of
Time-Frequency

Spectrum

The Peak Value of
Time-Frequency
Spectrum (cm2)

t (s) ∆t (s) f (Hz) ∆f (Hz) Freak wave Random wave Ratio

4.0 1.6 0.033 1.25

1.90 10.2~12.5 0.3 0.55~0.70 0.15 2437.00 1990.31 1.22
2.04 10.2~13.0 2.8 0.54~0.74 0.20 2844.76 1960.63 1.45
2.20 9.8~13.5 3.7 0.51~0.78 0.27 3443.41 1978.33 1.74
2.41 10.1~14.1 4.0 0.47~0.80 0.33 4396.62 1969.57 2.23
2.51 9.7~13.8 4.1 0.47~0.81 0.34 4892.77 1976.15 2.48
2.59 19.8~24.3 4.5 0.44~0.88 0.44 6203.59 1992.67 3.11

The variation law of the time range for a large value of the time-frequency spectra
of the dynamic responses with α1 are shown in Figure 7a. The abscissas of the curves
were α1, and the ordinate was the time range ∆t for the large value of the time-frequency
spectra dimensionless with the spectral peak period. The variation law of the frequency
range for the large value of the time-frequency spectra of the dynamic responses with
α1 are shown in Figure 7b. The abscissas of the curves were α1 and the ordinate was the
frequency range ∆f for large values of the time-frequency spectra that are dimensionless
with respective natural frequencies of the motion responses. The ∆f of the mooring tension
was dimensionless with the natural frequency of the surge. The variation law of the ratio
of the maximum value of the time-frequency spectrum under freak and random waves
with α1 are shown in Figure 7c. The abscissas of the curves were α1, and the ordinate
was the ratio of the maximum value of the time-frequency spectrum under freak and
random waves. Subscripts ‘S’, ‘H’, ‘P’, ‘T’ represent the surge, heave, pitch and mooring
tension, respectively.
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Figure 7. Time-frequency spectrum parameters of the dynamic response varies with α1.

Figure 7a shows that the time range ∆t for a large value of the time-frequency spectra
of surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension increases with an increase in α1 (nearly linear).
The large values of the time-frequency spectra of surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension
appear in the range of 2.8–5.4 TP, 1.9–4.3 TP, 0.4–4.6 TP, and 1.8–2.8 TP, respectively, and
the ∆t of the surge is slightly larger than that of the others. These results show that the
time length of the freak wave affecting the dynamic responses of the SFT is longer than that
of the freak wave period, but less than the time length of the surge and mooring tension
of the moored square cylinder under a freak wave [16,17], which include dozens of wave
spectrum peak periods.

Figure 7b shows that the frequency range ∆f for a large value of the time-frequency
spectra of surge, heave, and pitch increase rapidly (nonlinearly) with an increase in the α1,
especially for a surge. The ∆f of mooring tension increases slightly with an increase in α1,
which is significantly smaller than the growth trends of the motion responses. In the range
of α1 = 2.0–2.59, the frequency ranges ∆f of surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension are
0.6–3.0 f 0S, 0.3–2.2 f 0H, 0.1–1.3 f 0P, and 0.3–0.6 f 0S, respectively.

Figure 7c shows that the maximum values of the time-frequency spectra of surge,
heave, pitch, and mooring tension under freak waves are significantly larger than those
under a random wave, particularly the surge and mooring tension. The ratio of the
maximum values of the time-frequency spectra of the motion responses under freak and
random waves increases rapidly (nonlinearly) with an increase in α1, especially for a surge.
The ratio of the mooring tension slightly increases as α1 increases, which is significantly less
than the growth trends of the motion responses. In the range of α1 = 2.0–2.59, the ratios of
the maximum values of the time-frequency spectra of the surge, heave, pitch, and mooring
tension are 2.7–22.6, 1.5–11.7, 1.7–12.4, and 1.5–3.11, respectively.

In summary, the variations in the time-frequency spectra and spectral parameters of
the dynamic responses under freak wave with α1 are as follows: 1©When a freak wave
acts on the 2D SFT, the time-frequency spectra of the dynamic responses exhibit significant
energy concentration phenomena in a time and frequency range, and the degree of energy
concentration increases nonlinearly as α1. The maximum value of the time-frequency
spectrum under a freak wave was significantly greater than that caused by the co-spectral
random wave. 2© The time and frequency ranges of the energy concentration in the time-
frequency spectrum of the dynamic responses are almost identical, all occurring near the
occurrence time of the freak wave in the time domain and the wave peak frequency in the
frequency domain. 3© From the frequency dimension, the time-frequency spectra of the
dynamic response have a high-frequency energy that is significantly correlated with α1.
Furthermore, the high-frequency component of the mooring tension is not as significant as
that of the motion responses.

3.2.2. Generalized Energy Spectrum and Spectral Parameter Analysis

(1) Basic characteristics of the generalized energy spectrum

Figure 8 shows the results of the “generalised energy spectrum” E(t) of the surge,
heave, pitch, and mooring tension under freak wave with different α1. In addition, the
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results for same-spectrum random waves are presented for comparison. Figure 6 shows
the following:
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Figure 8. Generalised energy spectrum E(t) of dynamic responses under freak and random waves.

1© The “generalised energy spectrum” E(t) of dynamic responses of the 2D SFT under
a freak wave have “convex” peak values that appear simultaneously with the occurrence
of freak wave, indicating that they are completely “affiliated” with the freak wave. These
findings are consistent with the phenomenon revealed by the dynamic response time
histories. In comparison to the direct time-domain description, the generalised energy
spectrum can more sensitively capture dynamic responses of the SFT under freak waves.

2© The “convex” parts in the generalised energy spectra of the dynamic responses
under freak wave significantly grow as the freak wave parameter α1 increases, and the
“convex” peak values are significantly larger than those of the generalized energy spectrum
under random waves with identical spectra. These differ from the results of the moored
square cylinder [16,17], in which the “convex” parts of the surge and mooring tension
significantly increase as α1 increases, while the heave and pitch do not.

3© The time ranges of the “convex” peak values in the generalised energy spectra of
the surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension are almost identical. These differ from those
of the moored square cylinder [16,17], in which the time range of “convex” parts of the
surge and mooring tension is much longer than the freak wave period.

(2) Generalised energy spectrum parameters

Tables 8–11 summarise the results of the generalised energy spectrum parameters,
such as the energy concentration degree δE, maximum value of the generalised energy
spectrum Emax, mE (generalised energy spectrum area within TEmax~TEmin), and the time
distribution parameter of energy concentration ∆TE under a freak wave with various α1
and random waves with identical spectra.
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Table 8. Summary of the statistical characteristics of generalized energy spectrum parameters
of surge.

HS
(cm)

TP
(s)

α1

Energy Concentration Degree δE

The Maximum Value of
Generalized Energy

Spectrum Emax

mE (Generalised Energy
Spectrum Area within

TEmax~TEmin)
Time Distribution

Parameter of Energy
Concentration ∆TEFreak

Wave
Random

Wave Ratio Freak
Wave

Random
Wave Ratio Freak

Wave
Random

Wave Ratio

4.0 1.6

1.90 24.13 7.12 3.39 2.46 0.67 3.67 5.23 1.44 3.63 2.04
2.04 27.15 6.95 3.91 3.05 0.68 4.49 7.58 2.01 3.77 2.53
2.20 35.28 7.03 5.02 4.67 0.72 6.49 12.38 2.34 5.29 2.93
2.41 48.38 6.95 6.96 6.75 0.70 9.64 18.85 2.53 7.45 3.32
2.51 51.88 6.39 8.12 9.92 0.68 14.59 30.56 2.70 11.32 4.01
2.59 68.11 7.26 9.38 22.78 0.84 27.12 69.79 2.75 25.38 4.08

Table 9. Summary of statistical characteristics of generalized energy spectrum parameters of heave.

HS
(cm)

TP
(s)

α1

Energy Concentration
Degree δE

The Maximum Value of
Generalized Energy

Spectrum Emax

mE (Generalised Energy
Spectrum Area within

TEmax~TEmin)
Time Distribution

Parameter of Energy
Concentration ∆TEFreak

Wave
Random

Wave Ratio Freak
Wave

Random
Wave Ratio Freak

Wave
Random

Wave Ratio

4.0 1.6

1.90 10.42 4.59 2.27 0.21 0.09 2.33 0.52 0.15 3.47 2.05
2.04 13.31 4.83 2.76 0.24 0.10 2.40 0.66 0.18 3.67 2.23
2.20 16.73 5.02 3.33 0.33 0.11 3.00 1.05 0.21 5.00 2.66
2.41 25.43 5.13 4.96 0.58 0.12 4.83 1.72 0.23 7.48 2.93
2.51 45.12 4.96 9.10 1.29 0.12 10.75 3.86 0.29 13.31 3.59
2.59 74.82 5.39 13.88 3.43 0.11 31.18 8.35 0.32 26.09 3.94

Table 10. Summary of statistical characteristics of generalized energy spectrum parameters of pitch.

HS
(cm)

TP
(s)

α1

Energy Concentration
Degree δE

The Maximum Value of
Generalized Energy Spectrum

Emax

mE (Generalised Energy
Spectrum Area within

TEmax~TEmin)
Time Distribution

Parameter of Energy
Concentration ∆TEFreak

Wave
Random

Wave Ratio Freak
Wave

Random
Wave Ratio Freak

Wave
Random

Wave Ratio

4.0 1.6

1.90 13.11 5.09 2.58 0.74 0.48 1.68 0.85 0.81 1.05 0.75
2.04 15.35 5.05 3.04 0.88 0.48 1.83 1.02 0.86 1.19 0.78
2.20 16.13 5.23 3.08 1.04 0.49 2.12 2.18 1.66 1.31 1.86
2.41 22.48 5.32 4.23 1.57 0.50 3.14 3.61 1.85 1.95 2.12
2.51 26.40 5.03 5.25 2.24 0.49 4.57 6.06 2.17 2.79 2.81
2.59 56.28 5.16 10.91 6.07 0.50 12.14 16.28 2.42 6.73 3.38

Table 11. Summary of statistical characteristics of generalized energy spectrum parameters of
mooring tension.

HS
(cm)

TP
(s)

α1

Energy Concentration Degree δE

The Maximum Value of
Generalized Energy Spectrum

Emax

mE (Generalised Energy
Spectrum Area within

TEmax~TEmin)
Time Distribution

Parameter of Energy
Concentration ∆TEFreak

Wave
Random

Wave Ratio Freak
Wave

Random
Wave Ratio Freak

Wave
Random

Wave Ratio

4.0 1.6

1.90 6.75 3.72 1.81 951.31 565.33 1.68 2040.91 1293.70 1.58 1.6
2.04 7.93 3.72 2.13 1151.1 566.27 2.03 2739.86 1492.25 1.84 1.93
2.20 9.63 3.72 2.59 1463.94 557.39 2.63 4077.95 1771.43 2.30 2.48
2.41 12.34 3.73 3.31 1892.41 562.25 3.37 5476.09 1860.38 2.94 2.71
2.51 13.66 3.66 3.73 2136.23 546.27 3.91 6092.69 1891.97 3.22 2.80
2.59 15.23 3.73 4.08 2710.00 583.92 4.64 8924.96 1985.69 4.49 3.10

The ratio of the energy concentration degree δE of dynamic response under freak and
random waves with α1 are shown in Figure 9a. The abscissas of the curves were α1, and
the ordinate were the ratio of the energy concentration degree δE of dynamic response
under freak and random waves. Similarly, the ordinate in Figure 9b represents the ratio
of the maximum value of the generalised energy spectrum, and the ordinate in Figure 9c
shows the ratio of the mE (generalised energy spectrum area within ∆TE). In Figure 9d, the
ordinate represents the time distribution parameter of energy concentration ∆TE under a
freak wave.
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Figure 9. The generalised energy spectrum parameters of the dynamic responses under freak and
random waves varies with α1.

In Figure 9a, with an increase in α1, the ratio of the energy concentration degree of
motion response of the 2D SFT under freak and random waves with identical spectra rapidly
increases (nonlinearly), whereas the ratio of the energy concentration degree of mooring
tension increases linearly and at a much slower rate than that for the motion. In the range
of α1 = 2.0–2.59, the ratio of the energy concentration degree of surge, heave, pitch, and
mooring tension varies in the range of 3.9–9.4, 2.8–13.9, 3.0–10.9, and 2.1–4.1, respectively.
These results indicate that there is a significant energy-concentration phenomenon in the
dynamic responses of the SFT under a freak wave, and the energy concentration degree is
significantly correlated with α1.

As shown in Figure 9b, as α1 increases, the ratio of the maximum value of the gen-
eralised energy spectrum Emax of the motion response under freak and random waves
with identical spectra rapidly increases (nonlinearly), especially for the surge and heave,
whereas the ratio of the maximum value of the generalised energy spectrum of the mooring
tension slightly increases, and at a much slower rate than that of the motions. However,
the maximum value under a freak wave remains higher than that under a random wave
with identical spectra. In the range of α1 = 2.0–2.59, the ratio of the maximum value of the
generalised energy spectrum of the surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension varies in the
ranges of 4.5–27.1, 2.4–31.2, 1.8–12.1, and 2.0–4.6, respectively. These results are consistent
with the phenomenon observed in the generalised energy spectrum E(t) in Figure 6.

According to Figure 9c, the variation law of the ratio of mE with α1 is consistent with
the variation law of the ratio of the maximum value of the generalised energy spectrum
Emax. In the range of α1 = 2.0–2.59, the ratio of mE of the surge, heave, pitch, and mooring
tension varies in the range of 3.8–25.4, 3.7–26.1, 1.2–6.7, and 1.8–4.5, respectively.

According to Figure 9d, the time distribution parameter of energy concentration
∆TE of the dynamic responses all increase nearly linearly as α1 increases. In the range of
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α1 = 2.0–2.59, the ∆TE of the surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension vary in the range
of 2.5–4.1, 2.2–3.9, 0.8–3.4, and 1.9–3.1Tp, respectively.

In summary, the variation laws of the generalised energy spectra and spectral pa-
rameters of the dynamic responses under freak waves with α1 are as follows: 1© The
“generalised energy spectrum” E(t) of dynamic responses of the 2D SFT under freak wave
have “convex” peak values that appear simultaneously with the occurrence of a freak wave.
2© The “convex” parts in the generalised energy spectra of the dynamic responses under a

freak wave grow significantly as the freak wave parameter α1 increases, and the “convex”
peak values are significantly larger than those of the generalized energy spectrum under
random waves with identical spectra. 3© The time ranges of the “convex” peak values in
the generalised energy spectra of the surge, heave, pitch, and mooring tension are almost
identical. These differ from those of the moored square cylinder [16,17], in which the time
range of “convex” parts of the surge and mooring tension is much longer than the freak
wave period. 4© The generalised energy spectrum parameters of the dynamic responses of
SFT under a freak wave increase as α1 increases.

4. Conclusions

The dynamic response characteristics of a two-dimensional submerged floating tunnel
(SFT) under freak and random waves were investigated in the present study. The wavelet
analysis method, which can simultaneously provide the time-domain and frequency-
domain joint information of the physical process, was used to discuss the time-frequency
characteristics of the dynamic responses. The following main conclusions were obtained.

(1) The wavelet analysis method is effective in investigating the dynamic response
of the SFT under a freak wave. Compared with statistical or spectral analysis, wavelet
analysis can very successfully demonstrate the typical characteristics of dynamic response
on the floater under the freak wave. It can obtain the energy spectral density and energy
distribution of each frequency in a time domain, especially the instantaneous physical
change with the occurrence of a freak wave. It was found that a freak wave has a significant
effect on the time-frequency domain characteristics of the dynamic response compared
to the random wave, and it is more straightforward to distinguish the effect of freak and
random waves.

(2) Freak waves have dynamic amplification effects on the two-dimensional submerged
floating tunnels, and the effects are related to the freak wave parameter α1 and near “impact”
when α1 ≥ 2.5. After a freak wave acts on the 2D SFT, the time-frequency spectra of the
dynamic responses exhibit significant energy concentration phenomena in a certain time
and frequency range, and the energy concentration degree increases nonlinearly as α1.
The maximum values of the time-frequency spectra under a freak wave are significantly
greater than those under a random wave with identical spectra. There are significant
high-frequency components in the time-frequency spectra of the dynamic responses under
a freak wave.

(3) The “generalised energy spectrum” E(t) of dynamic responses of the 2D SFT under
a freak wave have “convex” peak values that appear simultaneously with the occurrence
of a freak wave. The “convex” parts in the generalised energy spectra of the dynamic
responses under a freak wave grow significantly as the freak wave parameter α1 increases.

(4) The time range of the freak wave affecting the dynamic responses of the SFT is
longer than that of the freak wave period. The time range for the large value of the time-
frequency spectra of the dynamic responses increases as α1 increases (it is nearly linear). In
the range of α1 = 2.0–2.59, the large values of the time-frequency spectra of surge, heave,
pitch, and mooring tension appear in the range of 2.8–5.4 TP, 1.9–4.3 TP, 0.4–4.6 TP, and
1.8–2.8 TP, respectively, and the time range of the surge is slightly larger than it is for
the others.
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